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An Approach to the Fiction of

Miguel De Unamuno

by

Alma C. Allen

The unifying element in the fiction of Miguel de Unamuno is the

realistic attitude toward man's existence. The world is made not so

much for objective commentary as for inner conflicts and emotions.

Further Unamuno reduces the world of emotions to the struggle

against annihilation. This broad sentiment, undergirded by a pre-

occupation with death, pervades all his novels. In Niebla the failure

of reality to conquer unreality is death; in Amor y Pedagogia the

irreconciliation between life and scientism is tragedy; Abel Sanchez
is death by passion; La Tid Tula epitomizes human and spiritual

conflict; Ties Novelas Ejemplares illustrates the drive from self identi-

ty to death; finally, San Manuel Bueno, Mdrtir is the unsuccessful

confrontation with the problem of immortality of the soul. Certainly,

the predominant negativism and the preoccupation with suffering and
death join each novel to its successor and all to one central idea.

The form is the novel; yet it is to the philosophy rather than the

artistic form that the author attaches importance.

With Unamuno a prerequisite is a study of his early impressions,

for early problems begun in his youth were further accentuated in

his mature years. Miguel de Unamuno was born in Bilbao, a town
where, in the mid-nineteenth century, ruralism and civic and spiritual

conflicts were at great heights. The leaders of Bilbao, rebelling against

the concept of Spain as an idea, were liberal workers for mild social

and rehgious reforms.

Unamuno was born in 1864 which meant, chronologically, th^t

the first of the interminable civil wars had ended (1833-1840). The
Second Carlist War which Unamuno witnessed covered the years 1870
to 1876. The brutal violence of a community divided against itself

greatly disturbed the author. So great was his psychic scar that Paz
en la Guerra (1897) is the verbal rendition of the bombardment and
liberation of his birthplace.

The struggle between the Liberalists and Monarchists grew for

two decades, and became an obsession with Unamuno. Eager for a

new message, Unamuno was a reaction against narrow patriotism,

the orthodox, and national disintegration.
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II

The largely autobiographical Paz en la Guerra (1897), the long

novel on the Carlist War (1874), was to share with his countrymen
the native tradition. On the one hand, realism abounds in the long

passages of the land and the people. On the other, the novel, while

part of the author's realistic concept, is the only one which does not

belong to his pessimistic, agonizing philosophy of the later years.

^

Amor y Pedagogia came a few years after the Carlist novel in

1902. Avito Carrascal, attempting to gain scientific perfection for

his son Apolodoro, encourages absurdities from Fulgencio Entra-

bosmares, the scientist. In the end the son commits suicide, an ob-

vious failure. Amor y Pedagogia is unconvincing. To the detriment

of artistic details, the novelist ridicules science, though Barea con-

tended "the distortion of science [was] the 'killing force'.-

Before the third novel appeared twelve years later, Unamuno had
been appointed to and relieved of the position as Rector of Salamanca
University. Vida de D. Quijote y Sancho (1905) and Del Senti-

miento Trdgico de la Vida en los Hombres y en los Pueblos (1913)
were already gathering momentum. To some extent Unamuno had
come into his own in 1898, for the 'generation' was now accepting

his points of view. By this date, too, Unamuno was championing the

'inward tradition'. When Niebla appeared in 1914, therefore, it was
projected against a political and intellectual storm. The author had
succeeded as the 'despertador de las almas durmiendas'.

Niebla belongs to this struggle of the eternal conflict. By method,
it refuses conventional emphasis upon character-portrayal and setting.

Again, by method, it seeks its own genre—the 'nivola'.'^ By content.

^The keynote of peace within sombre despair is apparent throughout the story.

The varied quotations below will illustrate sufficiently: "Pedro Antonio sentia

una calma grande, como no la habia sentido desde la muerte de su hijo, una
calma que le llenaba el espiritu de la libertad del aire, de la serenidad del

cielo . .
." [Unamuno, Miguel de, Paz en la Guerra, (Libreria de Fernando

Fe Carrera de San Jeronimo, 1897) p. 319.] "Empezo el pueblo a gustar la

paz como la salud el convaleciente; volia todo a su cauce antiguo, a sus casas

los emigrados e iba a recobar lozania la vida del trabajo, y a re-enquiciarse

los negocios en suspense. .
." [Ibid. p. 324] The following passage shows the

author's probable contradictory stand. However, war may be regarded as a

means toward the end of peace. "Paz . . . paz . . .; la paz puede ser una
apostasia, un pacto nefando con el infierno . . .

i
No, paz no!" guerra con-

tinua a los enemigos de Dios ... el grito de Julio IT 'fue'^a los barbaros!' Todo
eso de religion de paz, hay que entenderlo ... Nuestro Sefior Jesucristo no
vino a meter en la tierra paz, sino espada y fuego,—lo dijo el mismo.—vino
a poner disension y guerra y a dividir a los de cada casa . . .

i
Paz, paz!, si,

con Dios y consigo mismo, pero guerra, guerra continua contra los malos . .
."

[Ibid. p. 328.] Compare the idea in the above quotation with this: "La guerra
ha sido siempre el mas completo factor de progreso . .

." [Unamuno, Miguel
de, Del Sentimiento Trdgico de la Vida, Espasa—Calpe, Argentina, 1950, p.

94.]

-Barea, Arturo, Unamuno, Bowes and Bowes. Cambridge, 1952. pp. 19-20.

^Unamuno, Miguel de, Niebla, Renacimiento, San Marcos, Madrid. Chapter 31.
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Niebla develops great interplay between reality and unreality. Augusto
Perez, the hero, speaks often thus: "Y la vida es esto, la niebla.

La vida es una nebulosa."^

From the artistic point of view the story, like some others, lacks

strength. Besides, the philosophical theme had been used many times

before, even by the author himself in an essay called "La Vida es

Sueno" (1898).

The main thread of the story stems from Augusto Perez, unrealistic

in his unrequited love from Eugenia, a pianist, who herself is in love

with the irresponsible Mauricio. As if in a dream, Augusto is pushed
into a foolish offer of marriage of presumed mutual benefits. Eugenia
solves the financial problem and elopes with her lover to blast the

hopeful dreams of the hero.

One may comment upon Tres Novelas Ejemplares (1920), though
the three are novelettes. Included are Dos Madres, El Marques de
Lumbria and Nada Menos que Todo un Hombre, the latter perhaps

the best-known of the group. In both Dos Madres and El Marques
de Lumbria, the willpower resides in the heroines. The last novelette,

by strong contrast, embodies strong willpower in an eccentric hus-

band who, when he brings about the death of his unsuspecting wife,

is himself strangely conquered by lack of will.

Abel Sanchez and La Tia Tula appeared in 1921. These two
novels, in addition to San Manuel Bueno, Mdrtir, may be his best.

The three are the best integrated, the most human, and the most
acceptable as novels in the conventional use of the word. Abel
Sanchez, being patterned after the Cain and Abel theme, shows the

successful painter Abel Sanchez as the constant object of jealousy by
Dr. Joaquin Monegro, the sensitive but intelligent 'brother'. By
spuming Joaquin's earnest offer, Helen creates greater cause for envy
in accepting marriage to Abel. The plot increases with torture, suffer-

ing, and frustration. When Abel's insult upon Joaquin causes the

latter to shock him into death, Joaquin becomes Cain. From this

point on, he never recovers.^

Though the question of immortality is laid bare, passionate hope
outweighs any despair given, and there is enough substance to satisfy

the mind, the last element in the author's search for truth.

Hbid. p. 33.

^Lessons on human frailties are evident in such passages as the following:

"Titulariase Memorias de un medico viejo y seria las mies del saber del

mundo, de pasiones, de vida, de tristeza y alegrias, hasta de crimenes ocultos,

que habia cosechado de la practica de su profesion de medico. Un espejo de la

vida. pero de las entranas, y de las negras, de esta; una bajada a las simas de
la vileza humana; un libro de alta literatura y de filosofia acibarada a la

vez . .
." [Unamuno, Miguel de, Abel Sanchez, The Dryden Press, New York,

1947. p. 164.]
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In his last work, San Manuel Bueno, Mdrdr, the author again makes
known his search for immortahty. Here, however, the search finds

a solution in this life."

Ill

It is well to re-emphasize well known tendencies in the fiction of

Unamuno and in terms of new ones suggested to reach a synthesis

of the perspectives.

Broadly speaking, the fiction of Unamuno discourses upon either

an idea or a passion. In Paz en la Guerra, Amor y Pedagogia, Niebla

and San Manuel Bueno, Mdrtir, if we regard the first as fiction, he
has chosen the idea: war, science, reality, and immortality. In Dos
Madres, El Marques de Lumbria, Nada Menos Que Todo Un
Hombre, Abel Sanchez and La Tia Tula, it is passion; the first two
novelettes and La Tia Tula are motivated by the maternal instinct

and willpower, the third novelette by willpower, and Abel Sanchez,

by jealousy.

Unamuno's subject matter is confined, to be sure, to human suf-

fering. However, it is equally true that he deeply dramatizes death.

His insistence on both attributes makes for a general overtone of

frustration, gloom, and unhappiness. Such is the exterior world about
which Unamuno writes.

Generally speaking, the interior world is a duplication and is

pursued according to a 'pseudo-literary' method. Indeed, the leading

characters are plagued by conquering obsessions and frailties. Con-
sequently, the dream conquers Augusto Perez; scientism destroys

Apolodoro; blinding willpower makes murderers out of Raquel and
Caroline; and jealously destroys life's meaning for Joaquin. There
is one exception: San Manuel Bueno. Yet, Unamuno's preoccupa-
tion with a sick humanity still serves as a generalization.

The unifying element in all the fiction is man's earthly existence.

Various aspects of human life are explored in this perspective. His
emphasis ends in man's hunger for immortality which he was to

develop at length in 1913. Philosophy of human endeavor was
equated with uncovering the truth and the thirst for preservation

—

for immortality. Prior consideration has been given the likelihood

that Unamuno through his fiction will fulfill his probable expectation

to arouse in more and more men the importance of man's preserva-

tion. What the author communicates is challenging to serious minds,
but even to them the overwhelming indulgence in philosophy, how-

^Observe, then, the following lines: "Hay que vivir! Y el me enseno a vivir,

el nos enseno a vivir, a sentir la vida, a sentir el sentido de la vida ... El me
enseno con su vida a perderme en la vida del pueblo de mi aldea, y no sentia

yo mas pasar las horas, y los dias y los anos, que no sentia pasar el aqua del

lago. Me parecia como si mi vida hubiese de ser siempre igual. No me sentia

envejecer. No vivia yo ya en mi, sino que vivia en mi pueblo y mi pueblo
vivia en mi." [Unamuno, Miguel de, San Manuel Bueno, Martir, Espasa

—

Calpe, Argentina, South America, 1951. pp. 56-57.]
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ever praiseworthy and scholarly, his difficult language, and his con-

stant repetition markedly decrease the possibilities of impressing num-
bers of people. Again the author's determined lack of consideration

for literary form has created a serious impasse. Yet, one does not

deny all value to the message. Unamuno reveals an astonishing

awareness of human problems. A prolific writer of distinct vitality,

he established connections with the intelligentsia in his unswerving
concentration of mind and of purpose. These qualities largely account

for an influence which has been tremendous in the past few years.

It seems destined to continue.

IV

Unamuno's anti-monarchial, anti-materialistic, anti-intellectualist

stand has been given, and his attack upon superstitutions and un-
thinking has been well documented. Perhaps, less well developed is

the author's treatment of evil.

The literary technique is interesting, for it is not the symbolic

representation of evil as was the case, for example, with Melville's

Moby Dick or Camus' La Peste. There is scholarly agreement that

Camus' La Peste, by means of a bubonic plague of epidemic pro-

portions, states the interaction between man and evil as one universal

force. Captain Ahab's exciting, painful pursuit of the white whale,

moreover, is but man's struggle against the problem of evil. Both
Camus and Unamuno are moderns, but the Spaniard's internalization

of emotion is uppermost. Unamuno the psychologist puts man the

individual in the position of showing stage by stage what goes on in

the human mind during mental stresses.

A daring challenge against feeble convictions or exaggerated pas-

sion shocks the reader into new sensibiHties. The reader becomes
involved in the probing of an emotional crisis. He is more apt to

know what is happening than to tolerate or be in sympathy with the

character. In Hugo's Les Miserables or Dostoevsky's The Brothers

Karamazov the emotional experience broadens the reader's sense of

humanity. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin and Dickens' Nicolas Nickelby
are said not only to mirror but also to influence society or history.

Contrasting sharply with these authors, Unamuno shows evil in its

most dominant form; it is then to become a force to action. Thus is

described the anatomy of evil made simultaneous with a sense of

urgency. Analysis of evil must share equal advantage with the cre-

ation of tolerance or with critical appraisal of the role of death.
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